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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGESTION 

 

5.1.  Conclusion  

 Based on the result of the data analyses, the researcher concluded some 

result to answer the problem of study. In this study, the researcher concluded that:  

1. There are some types of addressing Term which are used by resident of 

Meurandeh in Langsa. In Acehnese, they used Abusyiek, Misyiek, 

nenek, kakek, maknek, in Javanese, they used kakek,nenek, and mbah, 

in Padangnese they used kakek, nenek, anduang, atok, in Bataknese 

they used oppugn doli and oppugn boru to address grandparents.  

In addressing general family, in Acehnese, they used Ayah, Bapak, 

Apak, Mamak, Mak, Pak wa, Pak cek, and Makcek. in Javanese, they 

also used Bapak, Ayah and mamak, Pak Wo, Makwo, Pak de and Buk 

Dhe, in Padangnese, they used Bapak, Ayah, Abah, and mamak, uncu, 
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paman, etek , in Bataknese they use Amang, Inang, Tulang, and Nan 

Tulang to address parents.  

In the young generation, in Acehnese they used Abang, Kakak and 

Adik, in Javanese, they use mbak, mas, and dik, in the Padangnese, they 

use uda, uni, and adiak, in the Bataknese they use angkang, eda, anggi 

and boru to address general family.  

To address the leadership, in Acehnese they use tengku imum, ummi, 

pak geuchiek and buk geuchik. In Javanese they use ustad, ustazah, pak 

lurah and buk lurah. In Bataknese, they also use , ustad, ustazah, pak 

lurah and buk lurah to address religious and village leader.   

2. The whole addressing term which are used by resident in Meurandeh 

are influenced by some factors. The social factors are particular 

occasion is 5, 81%, social status 9, 30, gender, family relationship, and 

occupational hierarchy is 11, 62%, race is 5, 81%,  transactional status 

13, 95%, age and degree of intimacy factor is 15, 11%. 

 

 5.2.  Suggestion  

 Based on the result of the research, the research offers some suggestion for 

the reader, the suggestions are as follow: 

1. The researcher hope for all the reader to study about addressing terms used 

in communication in deep. The researcher hopes for the reader particularly 

the students’ of language faculty to recognize the addressing terms well.  
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2. The researcher hopes particularly to Meurandeh society in Langsa can use 

addressing term in the social context appropriately.  

 


